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Abstract

A knowledge based software (named JANU expert system) for radiogauges design mainly density,
thickness, mass per unit area, level and two-phase flows gauges, was prepared recently. Its aim is to optimise the
different components of a transmission gauge (radioactive source, detector, electronic device, collimators and
shielding), taking into account parameters and constraints linked to the configuration (nature and composition of
materials, presence of shields and walls, ...), as well as users requirements (accuracy, counting time, beam
collimating, duration of tests, ...). The database includes characteristics of radionuclides and industrial sources,
photon cross sections, build-up factors, specific dose constants, physical properties of elements, usual
scintillation detectors and shielding materials. It allows the determination of the most suited emitter, as well as a
precise characterisation of a given emitter, including required source activity, expected counting rates, dose rates,
etc. It has been extended to X rays generators, voltage and current intensity replacing in this case the energy and
activity of the source. Information supplied by JANU has been validated by applications developed during the
past 30 years. Its choices have always revealed most judicious and in general, numerical results in good
agreement with experiments. Thus, it has become an essential and reliable tool for gauge designers.

1. INTRODUCTION

Radiogauges optimization, mainly density, thickness, mass per unit area, level and two-phase
flow gauges (void-fraction, concentration, ...), requires routine operations that lead the
engineer to consult a wide range of documents: tables of radionuclides, catalogues of
industrial sources, tables of photon cross sections, build-up factors, physical properties of
elements, chemical composition of materials and other handbooks.

Besides, the approach of the designer involves acquired experience and can be easily
formulated.

These considerations brought the Service d'Application des Radioelements (SAR) Saclay, to
develop a knowledge based software for the composition of industrial gauges involving beta,
gamma or X rays transmission.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

JANU is an expert system, comprising a knowledge base as well as a physical and nuclear
database. Its aim is to optimise the different components of a transmission gauge (radioactive
source, detector, electronic device, collimators and shielding), taking into account parameters
and constraints linked to the configuration (nature and composition of materials, presence of
shields and walls, ...), as well as users requirements (accuracy, counting time, beam
collimating, duration of measures, ...). It has been extended to X rays generators, voltage and
current intensity replacing in this case the energy and activity of the source. It has been written
in PDC-PROLOG and runs on IBM-PC compatibles.
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The database includes characteristics of radionuclides [1] and common industrial sources,
photon cross sections [2], dose build-up factors [3], specific dose constants [4, 5], physical
properties of elements, usual scintillation detectors and shielding materials.

Among the main features of the system, we can point out:

- automatic recognition of complex chemical formulae;

- calculation of their corresponding mass attenuation coefficients;

- classification and sorting (the best first) of emitters into two categories, suited and
unsuited;

- precise characterisation of a given emitter, including required source activity, self-
attenuation, dimensions, radiotoxicity, manufacturer, expected counting rates, etc,;

- information concerning unsuited emitters, including the reason for it and replacement
solutions;

- radiation dose rates and shielding calculations; - radioactive decay corrections;

- estimation of the influence of variations of the measured parameter on precision,
required activity and counting.

Optimization of the energy of the emitter is based on radiogauge sensitivity considerations [6].
Configuration and user requirements may give rise to unsuited emitters if one of the following
criteria is encountered:

- the required activity (respectively current intensity) or the corresponding counting rate is
too high;

- the half-life of the emitter is too short compared to the duration of measurements;

- the tested material or the presence of shields produce a considerable amount of
bremsstrahlung compared to beta emission (case of beta emitters).

Concerning the choice of the electronic equipment, it mostly depends on required counting
rates, and one of three classical devices is proposed by the system.

3. CASE STUDY

Suppose we want to measure about 50% in volume of vapour, in a freon gas-liquid flow, with
5% of accuracy and 95% of confidence, each measure lasting utmost 0.5 seconds. We are
looking for a solution involving a gamma emitter, beta emitters being declared unsuited by the
system. Other relevant user parameters are summarised in Figure 1. Notice that the duration of
tests remains unknown. As a consequence, radioactive decay, if any, will not be accounted
for.

The choice of the crystal is users free: only its thickness is optimised, and this involves
maximum available activity and detectors efficiency considerations. However, the system will
complain if the choice reveals irrelevant and propose a more appropriated list. After choosing
a detector from a menu, we get the "optimization menu' represented in Figure 2. Its review
would be beyond the scope of the present paper. Topics C, E and F are illustrated in figures 3
to 5.
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' TWO-PHASE FLOWS MEASUREMENTS

Problem : void fraction measurements in a two-phase freon gas-liquid flow
Phase ND 1: freon - C(1 3.89%) H(1.17%) Cl{41.00%) F(43.94%) Density: 1.1
Phase N° 2: freon - C(1 3.89%) H(1.17%) C1{41.00%] F(43.94%) Density: 0.05
Mixtures' thickness or pipe diameter (cm) : 1.2
Pipes wails and shields :
Cu (100.00%) Density: 8.94 Overallthickness (crn) : 0.2
Type of emitter: gamma
Mean void fraction : 0.5
Precision {%) : 5
Confidence interval (%): 95 (2 sigma)
Source to detector distance (cm) : 5
Detector collimation : height (cm) : 2.5 width [cm]: 2.5 depth (cm) : 1
Source coiiimation : none
Counting equipment: scaier
Counting time (s) : 0.5
Duration of tests : undefined
Background (cps) : 4 Standard deviation (cps) : 0.2

F1 -Modify F2 - Save FIO-Run Esc- Main Menu J

Figure 1: Example of users input parameters.

OPTIMIZATION MENU

A- Classification of emitters (best suited first] and main results
B - Information about the best suited emitter
C - Information about any suitable emitter
D - Information about any unsuited emitter
E - Why a given emitter is considered as unsuited. Advice for use
F - Required activity and counting versus measured parameter
G - Required activity versus detector dimensions
H -Radioactive decay correction versus duration of tests
! - Radiation doses and shielding

J-Edit data
K - Modify detector
L- Modify data
M-End

^ - Up/Down Return (or F10)-Select Esc-Cancel

Figure 2: Optimization menu.
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EMITTER: Am 241 (gamma)
Energy (keV) : SO (35.9%) Half Li fe (years) : 432.7
DETECTOR : Nai (Tl) Standard thickness (cm) : 2.50
Efficiency (%) : 1 00 (greater than 99% beyond Q.I 95 cm thickness)
MINIMUM ACTIVITY (mCi) : 25.0
MAXIMUM AVAILABLE ACTIVITY (mCi) : 225
SUGGESTED SOURCE : source CEA/DPR of 25.0 mCi and 4 mm active diameter
RADIOTOXICITY : Equipment submitted to PREFECTORAL DECLARATION
TOTAL ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS (cm2. g-1] : Phase 1 : 0.2925 Phase 2 : 0.2925
CONTRAST : 0.1 84 SENSITIVITY :

- Count-rate variation for 1% of the measured parameter : 0.1 84%
- Measured parameter variation for 1 % of increase of the count-rate : 5.43%

Number of half thicknesses of the mixture : 0.29
Number of half thicknesses of the walls : 4.1 0 TRANSMISSION l/lo : 0.058
INCIDENT FLUX (particles, s-1 .crn-2) : 50267
EXPECTED NET COUNTS :
Nominal counting (counts) : 471 2B
Nominal count-rate (counts.s-1) : 94251
Count rate phase 1 alone (counts.s-1] : 78391
Count-rate for an empty pipe (counts.s-1) : 1.1 5 E+ 05
ELECTRONIC DEVICE : Novelectype fast ictometer
PRECAUTIONS : temperature stabilization or regular calibration

VF1 - Print Return for FTP)-next

Figure 3: Information concerning a suited emitter.
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Figure 4: Minimum activity and counting versus measured parameter.
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/^Emitter : Csl 37 Detector : Nal (Tl)
With Cs 137 (662 keV],
because of the TIME allowed for the measurement and the desired PRECISION,
you need at least 1.43 million counts per second.
But with a Nal cristai, even with a high speed electronics (NIM type with pulse
amplifier and discriminator}, one can hardly reach 250 000 counts per second.
The best would be to try one of the following detectors : [ Csl, CsFj.
Otherwise, with a Nai and 250 000 counts per second :

- either you keep the same counting time (0.5 sj and your measurement will be
2.39 times less precise,
- either you count 5.7 times longer in order to obtain the desired precision (5%)

F1 - Print Return (or F10] - next

Figure 5: Why is an emitter unsuited ? Advice for use.

Let us take Am-241 as an example of a suited emitter (Figure 3). In fact, the user having
decided not to account for radioactive decay, the system will propose 1-125 (half-life, 59.9
days), as the most suited emitter. For Am-241, the minimum counting required in order to
obtain the desired accuracy is found to be equal to 47126 counts. From this, the minimum
activity and the source are defined. As it was pointed out before, the counting rate defines the
electronic device; in the present case, a fast ictometer is needed. Finally, since we are looking
for a precision on statistical fluctuations of gamma emission better than 1%, regular
calibration is recommended.

Counting and activity strongly depend on void fraction, as shown in Figure 4. Moreover, with
a source collimator diameter less than 4 mm, Am-241 would become unsuited, Gd-153
providing a possible replacement solution, unless the use of a X-rays generator is considered.

Cs-137 is found to be unsuited because of the lack of contrast. As a result, a high counting
rate is needed and the system mainly suggests to use a detector other than a Nal crystal, or
increase the counting time (Figure 5).

4. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

Some applications either used to validate the system or developed taking into account its
results are:

in-line control of gas level in lighters;

- hair spray, perfume, or any liquid level control;

- in-line control of glass manufacturing;

thickness measurements of cigarette paper, bank-notes, lead containers;

mass unit area control of tarred felt, nickel foils on metallic substratum (Ni-Cd
electrodes for batteries);
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- void fraction measurements in two-phase flows;

- mud concentration measurements in pipes (management of dams, waste plants, rivers
and wadis in spate), etc.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Information supplied by JANU has been validated by applications developed during the past
30 years. Its choices have always revealed most judicious and, in general, numerical results in
good agreement with experiments. Thus, it has become an essential and reliable tool for gauge
designers. By systematic research and routine calculations it has considerably unproved
experts efficiency.
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